
 

 

   

Metamorphosis from malleable to wonderfully ductile 
We initiate coverage on Tata Metaliks (TML) with a Buy rating and TP of Rs570 as 
we are impressed by its remarkable evolution from a struggling, loss making and 
heavily indebted commodity play (FY12) to a financially sound, cost efficient and 
fast growing niche product franchise (FY16). We view this paradigm shift in 
fortunes as an unparalleled “Metamorphosis” which has been driven by superior 
management actions and prudent capital allocation. Exciting future growth 
prospects await TML’s fast growing business of ductile iron (DI) pipes which faces 
limited competition, has solid demand drivers and strong entry barriers. With 
recent commissioning of growth-accretive and cost efficient projects offering quick 
paybacks, TML is set to take the next leap in profitability and deliver EBITDA/PAT 
CAGR of 18%/19.2% over FY16-19E. TML’s cash flow yield stands at attractive 
levels of 12.0%/17.5% on FY18E/19E basis, meriting a re-rating.  
 Paradigm shift from a commodity company to a niche product player: TML 

has successfully evolved from a commodity company to a niche product player in 
the last few years through superior management foresight & prudent actions which 
involved i) careful capital allocation into cost effective growth projects, ii) 
increasing forward integration into value added Ductile Iron (DI) pipes, iii) closing 
down its loss-making, pig iron manufacturing facility of Redi plant and iv) 
managing working capital efficiently to generate free cash flows and reduce debt. 
The successful execution of these steps has resulted in i) sustainable competitive 
strengths for its integrated business, ii) smart market share gains in DI segment 
and iii) creation of a solid platform for uninterrupted growth over the next decade.  

 Multi-year strong growth opportunity in DI business led by solid demand & 
limited competition: Domestic demand for DI pipes has been compounding at 
~15% over the last 10 years and the outlook on the trend sustaining over the next 
decade is solid with i) huge demand from increasing piped water supply penetration 
in rural areas (from 30% levels in 2011 to 90% target by 2022) involving a total spend 
of Rs3.4 lakh crore, ii) GoI’s strong focus on creation of water & sanitation 
infrastructure through several flagship schemes like AMRUT, Swachh Bharat & Smart 
Cities, and iii) adoption of DI pipes by several states for transporting drinking water, 
and for sanitation & irrigation projects due to its inherent advantages which are 
unmatched by alternate pipes. Limited current competition in DI segment, the absence 
of unorganised players, and key entry barriers are the icing on the cake for existing 
players to monetise on the available opportunity in the coming years. 

 Smart capital allocation into cost efficient projects and forward integration 
into DI pipes: TML has done a remarkable job of gradually allocating capital 
towards i) projects focused on operational efficiency and backward integration (BF 
upgradation, coke oven set-up through BOOT route, waste heat recovery CPP) for 
crucial cost savings and ii) forward integration into DI pipes for value addition and 
higher profitability. All the projects undertaken in the last few years have been 
characterised by similar attributes such as i) short payback, ii) manageable capital 
spend and iii) quick installation. TML is all set to reap the benefits of these recently 
commissioned projects in its EBITDA from FY18E with our estimates indicating cost 
saving benefits of ~Rs0.5bn and higher volume related EBITDA uptick of ~Rs0.9bn. 

 Valuation and risks – enough on the table with scope for re-rating: We 
expect EBITDA/PAT CAGR of 18%/19.2% during FY16-19E, led by volume CAGR of 
19% in the DI pipes business coupled with cost efficiencies and economies of scale 
resulting in higher margins. Despite strong up move in the stock post scrapping of 
the merger with Tata Steel in May’16, we see strong scope for re-rating and value 
TML on our conservative five year AOCF/EV yield methodology to arrive at a TP of 
Rs570 and initiate with a Buy. Key risk is margin pressure due to forex losses & raw 
material volatility. Currently, the stock has no institutional sell side coverage. 

 Target Price Rs570  Key Data  

   Bloomberg Code TML IN 

CMP* Rs404  Curr Shares O/S (mn) 25.3 

   Diluted Shares O/S(mn) 25.3 

Upside 41%  Mkt Cap (Rsbn/USDmn) 10.2/151.8 

Price Performance (%)*  52 Wk H / L (Rs) 512.7/77.6 

 1M 6M 1Yr  5 Year H / L (Rs) 512.7/26 

TML IN 17.7 (7.8) 335.6  Daily Vol. (3M NSE Avg.) 425800 

Nifty 6.0 0.7 16.7    

*as on 3 February 2017;  Source: Bloomberg, Centrum Research 

Shareholding pattern (%) * 
 Q3FY17 Q2FY17 Q1FY17 Q4FY16 

Promoter 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 

FIIs 0.9 0.3 0.1 0.0 

DIIs 2.7 2.3 2.4 2.4 

Others 46.3 47.3 47.4 47.5 

Source: BSE, * as on 3 February 2017 

Gaining market share in DI pipes market 

     

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

High margin DI pipes share increasing steadily 

    

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

Smart jump in blended EBITDA/t in store 

        
Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 
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Y/E Mar(Rs mn) Rev YoY (%) EBITDA EBITDA (%) PAT YoY (%) EPS (Rs) RoE (%) RoCE (%) P/E (x) EV/EBITDA (x) 

FY15 14,176  (1.3) 2,024  14.3 1,091  266.2 43.9  NM 39.6  2.5  3.2  

FY16 13,011  (8.2) 2,185  16.8 1,233  13.0 48.8  306.6  30.7  2.1  3.1  

FY17E  13,072 0.5 2,045 15.6 1,018 (17.4) 40.3 74.5 21.0 8.2 6.1 

FY18E 14,988  14.7 3,046  20.3 1,727  69.6 68.3  66.5  25.4  5.9  4.7  

FY19E 15,537  3.7 3,590  23.1 2,089  20.9 82.6  47.9  24.8  4.9  3.9  

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 
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Paradigm shift from a commodity company to a niche product player 

Metamorphosis into a niche product player  
TML has gradually transformed itself from a loss making and heavily indebted pure commodity 
company manufacturing only pig iron to a financially sound, cost efficient and fast growing niche 
product player with value added production of DI pipes. DI segment is growing rapidly and offers 
substantially higher value added proposition with attractive returns and payback potential.  

TML has left behind its past mistakes of expanding its pig iron business geographically and burning its 
hands in the last downturn. The company has since evolved and invested in i) forward integration into 
value added DI pipes and steadily ramping up its production to become profitable in both businesses, 
ii) shutting down its unviable pig iron unit (Redi plant) on the Goa-Maharashtra border, iii) investing in 
operating efficiency projects continuously to drive significant cost savings, iv) generating positive as 
well as growing earnings over the last three years and turning its net worth from negative to positive 
territory, and v) generating free cash flows to bring down debt from astronomical levels to more 
manageable levels. By implementing above actions over the last three to four years, TML has 
remarkably turned around its profitability and return ratios and geared itself for an exciting growth 
journey over the next decade. We view this turnaround as TML’s ‘Metamorphosis’ from a commodity 
company to a niche product player with bright prospects. 

Exhibit 1: TML’s evolution over the years 
  

 
Source: Company, Centrum Research 

Superior management abilities & seamless execution key drivers of turnaround  

TML’s transformation is largely a result of prudent and capital efficient management actions rather than a 
cyclical turnaround. We believe that the management has zealously taken up the right mix of growth 
and cost efficiency projects despite being faced with heavy debt and negative net worth, and 
combined it with seamless execution and strong operational efficiency to generate enough cash flows 
to pave the turnaround. We are impressed with several management actions particularly the ones 
where capital efficiency and cost savings have been given foremost priority (refer to page 12-13 for a 
detailed analysis on capital allocation actions, their benefits and payback).    

• Set-up of TML for 
manufacturing Pig 
Iron at Kharagpur

1990

•Acquired 
dysfunctional Redi 
Plant from Usha 
Ispat Ltd. & set up 
second pig iron 
plant

2006-07
• Investment in DI 

pipes  at Kharagpur 
plant through JV 
with Kubota 
Corporation , Japan 
by forming a 
subdiaidry, TMKPL

2009-10

•Redi plant closure due to losses 
and economic unviability

•Acquisiton of  49% 
shareholding in TMKPL  from 
Kubota and renaming it to 
TMDIPL making it 100% 
subsidiary

2011-12

•Proposed Scheme of 
Amalgamation of TML 
with Tata Steel

2013

• Scheme of Amalgamation dropped 
between Tata Steel & TML in May'16
•Merger of TMDIPL with TML 

completed in Dec'16
• Several operational efficiency & 

backward integration projects 
completed

2016

Commodity player phase - Pig Iron Foray into value added product - DI Pipes Completion of Metamorphosis of TML from a commodity to 
niche product player
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Pig iron’s share in volumes/revenues being smartly replaced with DI pipes 

TML undertook the forward integration of its Pig iron business into DI segment in FY09 by forming a 
separate subsidiary which entered into a JV with a Japanese DI pipe producer, Kubota Corporation. 
After struggling for the first few years, TML bought out Kubota’s shareholding in the DI business and 
finally found its feet in this business in FY12-13.  

Since then, the company has increased its DI volumes steadily thus replacing the commodity pig iron 
sales from its portfolio (Pig iron is a raw material for DI pipes). The share of DI pipes in volumes had 
increased to ~31% in FY16 and is expected to remain well above 40% during FY17-19E. DI pipes’ 
contribution to revenues has been higher (due to its higher selling price as compared to pig iron) and 
its revenue share is expected to be ~58% FY17E. 

Exhibit 2: DI volumes increasing steadily Exhibit 3: DI volume share has gone above 40% in FY17E 

   

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

Exhibit 4: DI contribution to revenues increasing steadily Exhibit 5: DI value share has gone above 55% in FY17E 

   

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 
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TML’s integrated Pig Iron & DI business has sustainable competitive strengths 

TML’s integrated business possesses key competitive strengths such as i) backward integration with a 
captive sinter plant, assured supply of high quality iron ore from parent Tata Steel, an assured partial-
supply of coke through its dedicated captive BOOT project and an in-house waste heat recovery power 
plant, ii) industry leading operational parameters of moderate raw material consumption, low power 
consumption/tonne and low conversion costs, iii) manufacturing high quality and branded products, 
iv) access to Tata Steel’s R&D and marketing channels and v) diversified as well as long-standing 
customer relationships across various industries. 

We discuss these competitive strengths in more detail below: 

 Continuous improvement in operational parameters and per tonne RM consumption: TML 
has continuously sought to improve the operational parameters of manufacturing pig iron 
whereby the consumption of key raw materials such as iron ore and coke have reduced over the 
years. The use of coke declined to 0.67 tonne per tonne of pig iron production in FY16 from 0.89 
tonne in FY07 while iron ore consumption was slashed to 1.7 tonne from 1.8 tonne over the same 
period. TML has invested in a sinter plant set-up for optimally managing the iron ore input while 
coke rates have been reduced through BF upgrades and better coke management. TML also has 
very low power consumption rates per unit of DI pipes production due to its efficient production 
processes. 

Exhibit 6:  Continual improvement in RM consumption per tonne of hot metal  

 
Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

 Availability of high quality low phosphorous iron ore from Tata Steel: TML benefits from the 
consistent and assured supply of iron ore from Tata Steel. A key benefit of this arrangement is the 
supply of low phosphorous iron ore by Tata Steel which is critical for DI pipe manufacturing as 
well as a few customised grades of pig iron. This helps TML remain ahead of competition in terms 
of managing production and inventory. TML scores over peers by having captive integration on 
iron ore (with assured supply at arm’s length pricing). 

 Coke availability through BOOT arrangement at no capital cost: TML has smartly arranged for 
procuring ~40% of its annual coke requirements by entering into a long-term contract for getting 
coke manufactured at its plant through a third-party under the build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT) 
route. This arrangement gives TML the advantages of i) procuring coke as per its own 
requirements and at better than market prices with reduced volatility in costs, ii) minimising 
power costs by utilising waste heat gases from coke ovens in waste heat recovery power plants 
and iii) not having to make capital investments except providing its existing land and 
infrastructure at the plant to the third party. This arrangement is purely a result of Tata’s brand 
name and relationship and bolsters TML’s strong competitive edge over its peers who invest 
significantly more for such integration. 

 High quality products – foundry grade pig iron that fetches a premium: TML has 
differentiated itself from competition by not only focussing on producing high quality products 
but also branding them and hence creating a strong identity in the market. TML’s pig iron consists 
largely of high quality foundry and customised grades and is branded as ‘Tata eFee’ – the foundry 
grade pig iron sells at a premium of Rs2000-3000/t as compared to steel grade. TML’s DI pipes are sold 
under the ‘Tata Ductura’ brand. TML continuously engages with customers and also leverages the 
support of Tata Steel’s R&D team to develop improved product offerings for its DI pipe customers 
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 Diversified customer base & strong geographical presence: TML possesses a diversified 
customer base and has a strong geographical presence as its plant is situated in the eastern belt in 
Kharagpur region where demand for both Pig iron and DI pipes is robust. The company caters to 
Pig iron foundry customers in the eastern and northern markets while DI pipes are sold all over the 
country. TML also benefits from access to Tata Steel’s strong marketing set-up in the country. 

DI pipes segment on growth trajectory and gaining market share steadily 
TML has come a long way in the DI pipes business with its initial struggles and learnings from Kubota 
JV helping it set up a strong base and follow it up with strong growth. The market share gained by TML 
in the domestic DI space has been nothing short of phenomenal and the strong outlook on DI demand 
bodes well for future growth opportunities.  

 Improving capacity utilisation and better market penetration => Strong growth: TML had 
set-up DI pipe making capacity of 110 ktpa during FY09-10 and due to the initial teething issues in 
its partnership with foreign partner Kubota, the company took more than five years to achieve its 
full utilisation. However, with the exit of the foreign partner, TML improved upon the operational 
management and coupled with better market penetration increased its capacity utilisation 
beyond 100% in FY16 (due to higher proportion of heavier volume large diameter pipes). TML has 
since expanded its capacity to 200 ktpa in early FY17 and continues to witness strong volume 
growth in its niche DI pipes business.  

Exhibit 7: Capacity utilisation trend – DI Pipes Exhibit 8: Volume trend & growth – DI pipes 

   

Source: Company, Centrum Research Source: Company, Centrum Research 

 Gaining market share steadily: Our analysis shows that TML’s DI pipe business’ market share 
increased to 8.7% in FY16 from 3.5% in FY11, and is expected to be ~10% in FY17E (Exhibit 9). TML 
has outperformed the industry in volume growth with CAGR of 38% during FY11-16 as compared 
to industry CAGR of ~15%. 

Exhibit 9: Strong market share gain in DI pipes 

 
Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 
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Multi-year strong growth opportunity in DI business led by solid 
demand & limited competition 

DI demand linked to water supply infrastructure creation, driven by both Centre/State 
governments under flagship schemes with clear deadlines  
The demand for DI pipes is driven by the need to transport drinking water and provide sanitation 
facilities, and is closely linked to water supply infrastructure creation in the country which in turn is 
largely driven by the Centre as well as State governments. The demand for DI pipes has been growing 
strongly over the last several years and we see a multi-year strong growth opportunity unfolding in this 
segment on account of i) increased acceptance of DI pipes over other conventional pipes (RCC, PSC, CI etc) 
due to their inherent and unmatched advantages, ii) strong demand outlook due to GoI’s strong focus on 
improving drinking water & sanitation facilities (particularly in rural areas) and iii) strong entry barriers 
coupled with limited existing competition.  

 DI pipes are used for transporting water from source to last mile: World-over DI pipes are the 
most preferred pipes for supplying water and are used from the source to almost the last mile (up to a 
household). DI pipes generally have a diameter ranging between 100-1000mm with larger 
diameter pipes being used for transportation from the source to an intermediary point (water 
treatment plant) and lower diameter pipes being installed within the city for taking water to a 
particular building or household cluster. DI pipes are also the first choice for pressure applications 
in water transportation. Additionally, DI pipes are being gradually adopted in various irrigation 
projects by state governments - this has opened up a new demand segment for DI pipes. 

 DI pipes are best suited for water transportation with key advantages and a long life: DI 
pipes provide substantial benefits in terms of pressure bearing ability, impact resistance, corrosion 
resistance and capacity to sustain external static/dynamic loading. DI pipes have many 
advantages particularly easy installation at a low cost and a long life (70-90 years) which make 
them stand out as compared to conventional pipes used for water transportation (refer annexure 
on page 31 for advantages of DI pipes). Our analysis and interactions with industry participants 
indicate that DI pipes have been replacing most types of conventional water pipes like Pre-stressed 
concrete (PSC), Reinforced cement concrete (RCC), Cast iron (CI) etc over the years on account of its 
superior characteristics and the trend is only expected to gain more traction as DI pipes have turned 
more cost competitive (which was not the case earlier). The only disadvantage of DI pipes is their size 
limitation in diameter (not getting manufactured in India beyond 1000-1200mm and hence not 
being used for trunk lines and bulk water handling). 

 DI domestic demand compounding at mid-teens and expected to continue at the same pace: 
Due to its key advantages and reducing cost, DI pipes’ penetration in drinking water & sanitation 
projects has been steadily increasing. This coupled with the increased focus of both central and 
state governments on expanding water transport infrastructure, has led to the demand for DI 
pipes compounding at mid-teens in the last five years. This is expected to continue at the same 
pace (if not faster) on account of multiple factors such as i) large outlay earmarked for deep 
penetration of piped water supply in rural areas, ii) increased allocation by central and state 
governments for water & sanitation schemes, iii) GoI’s flagship schemes like AMRUT, Swachh 
Bharat and Smart cities and iv) adoption of DI pipes over other pipes by various state governments 
as a product which requires a one-time capital spend and in return offers a long life and durability. 
We expect domestic DI demand to grow at a CAGR of 15% during FY17-22E.  

Exhibit 10: DI pipes’ domestic demand growing at a rapid pace 

 
Source: Company reports, Centrum Research Estimates 
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 Large budget earmarked for increasing piped water supply penetration in rural areas: Piped 
water supply (PWS) penetration in India in the rural areas has remained at a very low level with 
overall coverage at ~30% and several states being below 10% PWS coverage. In order to improve 
this situation, the Ministry of Drinking Water & Sanitation (MDWS) which was carved out as a separate 
Ministry from the Ministry of Rural Development due to the strategic importance of tasks under its 
purview, formulated the National Rural Drinking Water Program (NRDWP) and set out clear goals with 
strategic plans and definitive timelines (Exhibit 11). Our study of the fine print of various documents 
and annual reports of the MDWS reveals that total capex required for achieving the goal of 90% 
PWS for rural population by CY22 is pegged at Rs3.4 lakh crore (Exhibit 12). We further note that 
25-30% of the same has been spent over the last five years (12th plan) and the remaining portion 
of 2-2.5 lakh crore would be spent over the next 10 years. We see this project and MDWS’ strategic 
plan as a major driver of demand for DI pipes (which is also the key reason for strong demand 
CAGR for DI pipes over the last five years) and expect it to continue driving demand for DI pipes as 
the timeline draws nearer. 

Exhibit 11: Strategic plans & goals of Ministry of Drinking Water & Sanitation 

Catgeory Plan Objective Timeline 

Drinking Water 

At least 50% of all rural households are provided with Piped Water Supply By CY17 

At least 35% of rural households have Piped Water Supply with a household connection By CY17 

Less than 20% of rural households use public taps and less than 45% use public hand pumps By CY17 

Rural Sanitation To attain a clean & open defecation free India By Oct'2019 

Drinking Water 

At least 90% of all rural households are provided with Piped Water Supply By CY22 

At least 80% of rural households have Piped Water Supply with a household connection By CY22 

Less than 10% of rural households use public taps and less than 10% use public hand pumps By CY22 

Every rural to have access to 70 lpcd water within their household. Individual states can adopt higher quantity 
norms such as 100 lpcd 

By CY22 

Source: GoI, Centrum Research. lpcd - litres per capita per day 

Exhibit 12: Capex to be spent on providing piped water supply to Rural population over 2011-2022 

          Funds reqd. (Rs Cr) 

Key States 
Rural 

Population 
(In Cr) 

Population  
covered with 

PWS (In Cr) 

Coverage 
% 

Population 
yet to be 

covered with 
PWS to reach 

90% target  
(In Cr) 

To provide PWS to 
uncovered 

population @70lpcd 
(incl. funds for 
sustainability, 

support & admin.) 

To provide 
70lpcd to 

already covered 
population 

Total 
Funds 
Reqd 

Central 
Share 

State 
Share 

Community 
Share 
(@6%) 

UP 15.7 0.5 3.2 13.6 68,249 547 68,797 40,741 23,928 4,128 

Rajasthan 5.2 1.2 23.6 3.5 24,215 1,890 26,105 15,460 9,079 1,566 

MP 5.3 0.4 7.4 4.4 21,787 428 22,125 13,156 7,726 1,333 

Maharashtra 6.5 3.3 50.7 2.5 17,218 4,878 22,097 13,086 7,685 1,326 

West Bengal 7.5 1.0 13.9 5.7 36,282 1,457 37,740 22,349 13,126 2,264 

Bihar 9.0 0.2 2.6 7.9 40,545 267 40,812 24,169 14,194 2,449 

Orissa 3.5 0.9 25.5 2.2 12,146 1,053 13,199 7,816 4,591 792 

Others 34 20 58.2 11 83,015 26,951 1,10,053 65,121 38,246 6,598 

India 86.4 27.2 31.5 50.5 3,03,457 37,471 3,40,928 2,01,898 1,18,575 20,456 

Source: GoI, Centrum Research, lpcd - litres per capita per day 
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 GoI’s strong focus on water & sanitation projects with many flagship projects & schemes: GoI 
has paid special attention to creating better overall infrastructure in the country which is 
directly/indirectly related to improving the water & sanitation facilities. Large capex is being 
planned for many projects under flagship schemes such as Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, AMRUT and 
the creation of smart cities. We expect this to give traction to the demand for DI pipes demand 
over the next 5-10 years as a significant portion of the capital to be spent under the above 
schemes would likely go towards the creation of better water transportation infrastructure. 

Exhibit 13:  Key flagship schemes of GoI for better water infrastructure 

Scheme Name Objective/Key Focus Capex Planned 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan Improved Sanitation, toilets for all Rs90bn per year (approx.) 

Smart Cities 
Adequate Water supply, electricity, sanitation, 

efficient urban mobility, robust IT connectivity and 
many others 

Rs7000bn - 20 years 

AMRUT Water Supply, Sewerage Facility, Storm Water drains, 
pedestrian 

Rs500bn - 5 years 

Source: GoI, Centrum Research Estimates 

 Telangana water grid and irrigation projects have created huge DI pipes demand, other 
states to follow: Telangana’s water grid project renamed as “Mission Bhagiratha” was launched 
with an outlay of ~Rs420bn and involved plans of covering 25,000 rural habitations and 100 urban 
habitations to provide clean drinking water of 100 litres per day per person (lpcd) in rural areas 
and 150 lpcd in urban areas. The mammoth project involved laying of 5,000 kms of trunk pipelines 
and 50,000 kms of secondary pipelines. Together with another 73,000 kms of village-level pipeline 
network, the total pipeline requirement from the project stands at ~1.3 lakh kms. The project 
funding has largely been tied up with renowned institutions and this project generated huge 
demand for DI pipes with our interactions with various industry participants indicate that orders 
for ~800 kt of DI pipes have already been placed. According to TML, they have also received orders 
of ~100 kt of DI pipes which are being currently executed. We expect other states to follow in the 
footsteps of Telangana in the coming years to address the penetration of piped water supply in all 
areas of the states. 
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Limited competition in DI pipes segment with key entry barriers  

The Di pipes segment has limited competition in the domestic market with the overall market in the 
hands of a handful of organised players and the largest player (Electrosteel) accounting for 30%+ 
market share across its few different entities. There exist key entry barriers as well as a long gestation 
period which has prevented the entry of new players. We discuss these in detail below:   

 High capex cost with the need for backward integration and RM supply chain: The DI pipe 
integrated manufacturing set-up is a high capital cost project and a greenfield project with 200 
ktpa DI capacity with associated hot metal BF, coke ovens and a power plant would entail a capex 
of Rs8bn+. Apart from this, the producer would be required to have his raw material sourcing 
largely backward integrated (particularly iron ore) and have proximity to railway sidings etc. 
Capital cost becomes an entry barrier considering the time spent on learning the curve of 
manufacturing DI and the economic unviability of only operating a pig iron facility in the 
meantime due to oversupply and high competition in the commodity pig iron market.  

Exhibit 14: Capex requirement for new integrated DI pipes set-up 

Facility Reqd Equipment Capacity Likely Capex (Rs bn) Set-up Time 

Hot Metal/Pig Iron MBF (300 m^3) 250 ktpa 2.5 12-15 months 

Coke  Coke Ovens 120 ktpa 0.8 12 months 

Waste Heat Power Power Plant 10 MW 0.5 12 months 

DI Pipe 
IF, Converter, Casting 

Machine, Coating Lines 
200 ktpa 3.5 18 months 

Land & Infra Civil Work 100 acres 1.0 
 

Total 
  

8.3 18-24 months 

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

 Quality standards compliance, knowledge of manufacturing processes & chemistry are key 
gestation barriers for new players: New players also face challenges in obtaining the BIS quality 
standard for their DI pipes which is mandatory for supplying the pipes to any water project. To 
obtain this, the producer needs to have knowledge of not only the manufacturing processes but 
also the right chemistry which is required for the production of optimum quality of DI pipes. Any 
deviation in chemical properties and quality can lead to a failure in BIS compliance and lead to 
delays in commercialising the facility of the new player. This is one of the key reasons that there 
are no unorganised players in this space and only 7-8 existing organised players are active in this 
business. We believe that the time required for a new player to enter this space from 
announcement of capex to successful set-up and commercialisation is 3 year+ and based on the 
per tonne profitability level attained, the likely payback is between 7-10 years.  

 Land acquisition, clearances and logistics set-up:  Land acquisitions, environmental clearances 
and cost efficient logistics set-up are other critical areas which are generally time consuming 
affairs and act as a deterrent for new entrants.  

 No current announcement by any big player provides comfort regarding competition:  We 
note that currently there have been no announcements by any big existing pipe or pig iron 
players in India for making an entry into DI. Thus, the threat of new entrants is limited as of now 
though there could be a possibility of future entry by a large player like Vedanta (having 625ktpa 
pig iron capacity), SAIL (having merchant pig iron sales), existing large SAW pipe producers 
(Welspun, Ratnamani etc) and other medium sized pig iron producers (capacity above 200 ktpa). 
However, with no current announcement to this effect from any domestic player, we see strong 
comfort on demand-supply dynamics for domestic DI pipes industry and hence sustenance of 
margins for existing producers.  
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TML ahead of competition in market share gains, EBITDA/t catch up next on cards 

TML has beaten competition in market share gains over the last five years and has successfully 
penetrated the fast growing DI pipes market. However, TML has been lagging the leaders in the DI 
segment in terms of blended EBITDA/t metrics and is all set to catch up on the same in the coming 
years on account of increasing DI share in revenues and tangible cost savings through its recently 
commissioned operational efficiency projects.  

 Smart market share gains by TML in the last 5 years: TML has increased its market share to 
8.7% in FY16 from 5.8% in FY12. TML has scored over industry leaders in being able to successfully 
penetrate the market and achieve market share growth.  

Exhibit 15: Player wise market share – FY12 Exhibit 16: Player wise market share – FY16 

  

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

 Cost structure improved materially, blended EBITDA/t to move up as DI share increases: Our 
analysis of blended EBITDA/t of leading integrated DI pipe players reveals that industry leaders 
Electrosteel Castings (ECL) and Srikalahasthi Pipes (SKPL) have blended EBITDA/t in the range of 
Rs8000-10000/t in the last few years which is ~2x of TML’s FY16 EBITDA/t of ~Rs5000/t. This is on 
account of two key reasons i) Both ECL & SKPL have 90% share of the high margin DI pipes in their 
revenues with minimal semi-finished product sales as compared to TML’s DI pipe revenue share of 
48%, ii) TML is not operating at its cost efficient best due to ongoing implementation of several 
cost saving projects which were yet to be commissioned in FY16. We believe that TML would 
catch up with leaders ECL & SKPL in terms of EBITDA/t metrics over FY18-19E on account of i) 
increasing DI share in revenues and ii) full benefits of cost saving projects (discussed in detail in 
next section).  

Exhibit 17: Blended EBITDA/t trend of DI players Exhibit 18: TML’s blended EBITDA/t to move up 

  

Source: Company, Centrum Research Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 
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Smart capital allocation into cost efficiency projects and forward 
integration into DI pipes 

Capital allocation towards efficiency and forward integration projects with quick 
paybacks  
TML has done a remarkable job of gradually allocating capital towards projects focused on operational 
efficiency (read cost savings & expansion), forward integration (read crucial value addition and higher 
profitability) and backward integration (read substantial cost savings). All the projects undertaken in 
the last few years have been characterised by similar attributes such as i) low payback, ii) manageable 
capital spend and iii) quick installation. We estimate material savings from these projects over FY17-
19E which would significantly improve TML’s earnings and return profile. We discuss each one of them 
in detail below with cost benefit analysis and likely payback:  

 Coke oven set-up through off-balance sheet BOOT route => have your cake & eat it too: TML 
has successfully set-up the coke oven project on BOOT basis with capacity of 1.2 lakh tpa for 
improving its operational cost structure and driving efficiencies. The project has been set-up at 
TML’s plant by a third party who is an expert in manufacturing coke and a long term arrangement 
for full offtake by TML at a fixed conversion cost has been agreed upon. The capex for the coke 
plant set-up of ~Rs800mn has been incurred by the third party and land & allied infrastructure has 
been provided by TML. The third party essentially gets an assured fixed return on capital invested 
while TML gets the benefit of not putting any capital for this project, getting an assured supply of 
coke as per required quality and also getting to use the waste heat generated from coke ovens. 
The coke ovens have been operational since Q2/Q3FY17 and are currently running at optimum 
utilisations. 

Exhibit 19: Coke oven project details Exhibit 20: Key advantages of Coke BOOT project for TML 

Capacity - tpa 60,000 

No. of Units 2 

Total Capacity - tpa 120,000 

Total Requirement - tpa 300,000 

Captive - % 40 

Expected Cost Savings - % 5 
 

 No capital costs as project executed through BOOT 
arrangement on long term basis 

 Regular, consistent and grade specific captive coke feed 

 Per tonne cost saving in coke of ~5% 

 Waste heat gases of coke ovens utilised in waste heat 
power plant 

 Opportunity to further enhance capacity in ths route in 
future 

 Easy coking coal procurement through Tata Steel's global 
sourcing terms  

Source: Company, Centrum Research  Source: Company, Centrum Research 

 Waste heat power plant associated with coke ovens => significant power cost savings: TML 
has set-up 10 MW waste heat recovery captive power plants (WHR CPP) which are using waste 
heat generated from coke ovens. The capex for power plants has been incurred by TML (funded 
through a mix of debt and internal accruals) and the plant has been operational from Q3FY17 with 
optimum utilisations expected in Q4FY17. The operational cost of WHR CPP is less than Rs1/unit 
and TML would be able to replace its high cost power sourcing (currently procured from grid at 
~Rs7/unit). Our rough cut calculations indicate cost savings of ~Rs420mn/Rs350mn at EBITDA/PBT 
level from WHR CPP and hence indicate a payback of less than two years on the project.    

Exhibit 21: Significant power cost savings form WHR CPP 

  EBITDA Level PBT Level 

WHP Capacity (MW) 10 10 

PLF - % 80 80 

Power Production (mn units) 70 70 

WHP Cost/unit (Rs/unit) 1 2 

Power Purchase Cost (Rs/unit) 7 7 

Power cost savings (Rs/unit) 6 5 

Total Savings (Rs mn) 420 350 

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 
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 Upgradation of MBF1 => reduced coke consumption, higher capacity: TML is currently 
executing the crucial upgradation of its mini blast furnace 1 (MBF1) at a capex of ~Rs800mn. This 
BF was very old and not only did it have lower capacity but was also more of a coke guzzler. The 
upgradation is aimed at i) increasing the working volume of the furnace from 260 m^3 to 305 m^3 
resulting in capacity increase of MBF1 by ~60ktpa, ii) reducing the coke rate by ~20 kgs/t on an 
overall basis and resulting in cost savings of ~Rs100mn and iii) paving the way for future 
installation of pulverised coal injection plant for both MBF1 & 2. The MBF1 has been taken down 
by TML since Dec’16 for upgradation and is expected to be re-blown sometime during Feb’17. 
TML’s overall pig iron manufacturing capacity is expected to increase to 500 ktpa after 
upgradation (from current levels of 440 ktpa) 

 Enhancement of DI pipes capacity at low capex => very attractive payback: TML has also 
increased its DI pipes capacity from 110 ktpa to 200 ktpa at a capex of ~Rs650mn. The capex 
incurred was much lower at only Rs7000/t of capacity added as compared to the initial greenfield 
capex of ~Rs17500/t as TML was required to add only one casting line and a corresponding 
finishing line to the existing set-up. Now the whole Di pipes complex can be optimally utilised 
from induction furnace (starting point) to coating (final point). We note that the payback on this 
capex is also less than two years and capacity commissioning was done in Q1FY17E. 

Exhibit 22: Capex implemented/under implementation – Likely earnings accretion & payback 

Project Project Type Project Size 
Capex Incurred 

by TML 

Likely 
Savings/Additi

onal EBITDA 
Likely Payback Comments 

Coke BOOT route + WHR 
CPP 

Backward integration 
Coke - 120 ktpa, 

WHR CPP - 10 
MW 

500 420 <1.5 yrs 
Coke cost savings of ~5% not 
factored in savings and payback 
calculations 

MBF1 Upgradation 
Capacity 
enhancement/ 
Operational efficiency 

Pig Iron Capacity 
- 60 ktpa 

800 100+150=250 <4 yrs 

100mn savings due to reduced 
coke rate, 150mn additional 
EBITDA due to 60ktpa higher pig 
iron volumes. Future savings due 
to PCI flexibility not factored in 

DI pipe expansion 
Forward integration/ 
Capacity 
enhancement 

DI Pipes 
Capacity - 90 

ktpa 
650 630 <1.5 yrs 

Few equipment addition in the 
existing complex and hence lower 
capex cost/tonne 

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

Merger of DI pipes business a key value enhancer  
After withdrawing from the proposed merger with Tata Steel due to delay in getting requisite 
approvals and also dilution in intended synergies, TML’s board decided to file for the amalgamation of 
its DI business with itself which has been housed under a wholly owned subsidiary, Tata Metaliks DI 
pipes ltd (TMDIPL) since inception. The said merger was completed on Dec 22, 2016 and will enable 
supply chain integration and synergies through operational and cost savings. The key benefit of the 
merger would be to save excise duty on pig iron which was being paid before the transfer to DI pipe 
division. DI pipes are exempt from excise duty and hence by being part of the same entity, TML would 
not be required to pay excise duty on pig iron transferred to DI segment. The savings expected from this 
are ~Rs1000/t of DI pipes and would effectively get added to the per tonne profitability of the DI pipes 
segment. 
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Incremental capex likely to be focussed on new DI complex and plugging remaining 
gap in operational efficiency  
Though substantial cost efficiencies would be achieved from the recent round of capex, there would 
still be certain pockets for capital allocation for plugging the remaining gap in operational efficiency. 
Additionally, TML would likely allocate capital for expansion into increasing its DI pipe making capacity 
and thus achieve further forward integration thereby limiting external sales of low margin pig iron. We 
expect the next round of capex to set the stage for strong growth from FY19E onwards and anticipate 
announcements for the same in the next 3-6 months.  

 Installation of Pulverised Coal Injection for full pig iron capacity => 100kgs of cheap coal to 
replace high cost coke: TML is likely to install a pulverised coal injection unit for its full pig iron 
production facility and capex for the same is expected to be ~Rs500mn. PCI set-up allows BF to 
charge 100kgs of low cost pulverised coal for hot metal production thereby replacing high cost 
coke to the same extent but TML wasn’t able to install this system earlier due to its BFs not being 
up to date with the latest technology for supporting PCI. As TML has upgraded both its MBFs over 
the last three years, installation of PCI is the next natural step in the value chain and would help 
TML in material savings. We estimate a cost differential of US$75/t on a normalised basis between 
pulverised coal and coke and on replacement of 100kgs of coke by low cost coal, we estimate 
savings of ~Rs250mn on an annual basis for TML for its pig iron production of 500 ktpa. We expect 
PCI investment announcement in early FY18 and commissioning before FY18-end thereby 
resulting in savings from FY19. The payback for this capex is likely to be ~2 years. 

 Set-up of one more coke oven unit through BOOT route and hence WHR CPP of 5 MW: Post 
set-up of PCI, TML’s overall coke requirement for its 500ktpa pig iron capacity would get reduced 
to ~275ktpa and since 120ktpa out of this is already captive, TML would still be sourcing the 
remaining coke from merchant markets. We expect TML to go for one more unit of coke oven (~60 
ktpa capacity) through the BOOT route and set-up the associated WHR CPP of 5 MW associated 
with it. TML would spend Rs250mn for WHR CPP capex while coke oven capex would be spent by 
the third party under the BOOT route. TML would achieve full captive power integration by 
implementing this project and would also end up achieving 75% integration in coke. We expect 
the announcement of this project in H1FY18E along with PCI project capex. 

 New DI pipe complex of 100-150 ktpa => large capex outlay of ~Rs3bn required: With the DI 
pipes business outlook remaining very strong and TML already running at full utilisations on its 
existing 200ktpa DI pipe capacity, there appears a strong case for further forward integration into 
DI pipe making since TML possesses all other ingredients required for such expansion (associated 
integrated hot metal capacity, land & common infrastructure etc). TML has also made significant 
inroads into the DI pipe market and should face limited challenges in selling additional volumes 
since demand in DI pipes is expected to continue growing. Our discussions with the management 
reveal that TML could consider setting up a 100-150ktpa DI pipe facility and this would require an 
end-to-end set-up of all equipment required after hot metal stage and capex requirement could 
be ~Rs3bn. The decision on the same would be taken in due course after careful consideration of 
various options like cash flow generation, debt repayment and ideal investment for future growth 
and sustainability in the long run. The set-up and commissioning would take ~18 months after the 
announcement and we expect TML to go ahead with this expansion and most likely announce it 
by either end of Q4FY17E or Q1FY18E. 

Exhibit 23: Capex likely to be undertaken – Likely earnings accretion & payback period 

Project Project Type Project Size 
Capex to be 
incurred by 

TML 

Likely 
Savings/Additi

onal EBITDA 
Likely Payback Comments 

PCI for BF Operational efficiency NA 500 250 2 yrs 

PCI installation feasible in FY18E 
since upgradation of both MBF's 
would have been done by FY17-
end 

Coke BOOT route + WHR 
CPP 

Backward integration 
Coke - 60 ktpa, 

WHR CPP - 5 MW 
250 200 <1.5 yrs 

Coke cost savings of ~5% not 
factored in savings and payback 
calculations 

DI pipe expansion 
Forward 
integration/Capacity 
enhancement 

DI Pipes 
Capacity - 100-

150 ktpa 
3000 1000 <4 yrs 

New DI pipe making area in the 
existing plant with all new end-to-
end equipment 

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 
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Financial Analysis - Consolidated 

Revenue growth to be aided by volume growth in DI pipe segment 

We expect net sales CAGR of 6.1% for TML during FY16-19E. This would be led by strong volume 
growth from the DI segment which is expected to deliver a CAGR of 19% during FY16-19E. We expect 
the share of value added DI pipes to reach ~59% of overall revenues by FY19E from ~48% in FY16. 

Exhibit 24: Revenue CAGR of 6.1% during FY16-19E Exhibit 25: Strong volume CAGR of 19% in DI  

  
Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

EBITDA margins to trend upwards – driven by increasing share of high margin DI 
business and key cost saving initiatives 
We expect strong pick-up in TML’s EBITDA from FY18 led by full benefits of all cost savings projects 
coupled with an increase in high margin DI pipe volumes and better spreads. We expect an EBITDA 
CAGR of 18% during FY16-19E. TML’s blended EBITDA/t moved in a tight range near Rs5000/t during 
FY15-17 and we expect this to improve to ~Rs7200/t by FY19E. 

Exhibit 26: EBITDA CAGR of 18% during FY16-19E Exhibit 27: Blended EBITDA/tonne to improve 

   
Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 
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Consistent AFCF generation despite capex, gross debt being reduced gradually 

TML has managed to generate AFCF (FCF excl. interest) consistently despite investing into key projects 
(as discussed before). This has allowed TML to reduce its gross debt from very high levels of ~Rs6bn+ 
in FY13 (when net worth was negative) to a relatively comfortable level of ~Rs4.1bn in FY16. We have 
built capex for growth as well as further operational efficiency related projects in our estimates for 
FY18-19E (these are still to be announced) and still we see TML generating positive AFCF every year 
during FY17-19E. As a result, we expect marginal debt reduction by FY19-end. We note that if TML 
delays its growth capex of large investment into DI pipes, then there could be material reduction in 
debt by FY19E which could give a strong fillip to the company’s return ratios. 

Exhibit 28: Consistent AFCF despite capex Exhibit 29: Gross debt reduced and net worth back in black 

  
Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

Strong conversion of cash profit into adjusted operating cash flows (excl. interest)  

We believe that one of the key signals of prudent capital management is conversion of cash profits 
(CP) into adjusted operating cash flows (AOCF=OCF-Interest). TML has been able to convert most of its 
cash profit into AOCF over the last three years which in turn has resulted in providing the company 
greater flexibility to undertake capex and also reduce debt. 

Exhibit 30: AOCF/CP trend 

  
Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates  
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Return ratios – ROE to remain distorted at high levels due to limited net worth, ROCE to 
remain strong 
TML’s net worth turned positive in FY16 and hence its ROE continues to remain at high levels due to 
limited net worth of the company. ROCE has trended stronger after turnaround from FY14 and we 
expect the same to remain strong with increase in overall margins and profitability on account of 
higher returns from the DI pipes segment. Sound capital allocation is expected to keep TML’s return 
ratios solid in years to come. 

Exhibit 31: ROE to remain at high levels  Exhibit 32: ROCE to remain strong  

  
Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

Inventory managed well, debtors higher for DI segment 

TML’s integrated business is not very working capital intensive and management has done a good job 
in controlling the inventories to ~30 days. The debtor days for the pig iron business have remained  
low as TML sells specialised foundry grade on favourable terms while the commodity steel grade pig 
iron is largely sold in credit free Eastern markets. The debtor days for the DI pipes business is between 
40-60 days but a large portion of business is on LCs/BGs and thus the risk of bad debtors is almost 
minimal. TML also enjoys long creditor days for its import of coke/coking coal and for sourcing iron ore 
from Tata Steel. TML’s cash conversion days stood at 12 days in FY16 and with increasing DI pipes 
volumes, we estimate an increase in the cash conversion cycle to 25 days in FY18E and 27 days in 
FY19E. 

Exhibit 33: Cash conversion cycle trend 

 
Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates   
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Key Assumptions and Sensitivity    

Exhibit 34: Key Assumptions 

  FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17E FY18E FY19E 

Gross Revenue (Rs mn)             

Pig Iron          9,798           8,940           7,006           5,720           6,600           6,440  

DI Pipes           5,049           5,909           6,331           7,820           8,580           9,240  

       
Volumes (kt)       
Pig Iron             320              294              292              220              275              280  

DI Pipes               95              110              131              170              195              220  

       
Gross Realisations/t (Rs/t)       
Pig Iron        30,643         30,368         24,000         26,000         24,000         23,000  

DI Pipes        52,929         53,773         48,425         46,000         44,000         42,000  

       
EBITDA/t (Rs)       
Blended          2,305           5,007           5,177           5,243           6,480           7,181  

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

Exhibit 35: Earnings sensitivity to DI Pipes volumes & realizations – FY18E 
Sensitivity to key variables % change % impact on EBITDA % impact on EPS 

Volumes 1 3.3 4.3 
Realization 1 2.7 3.6 

Source: Centrum Research Estimates 

Exhibit 36: Earnings sensitivity to Pig Iron volumes & realizations – FY18E 
Sensitivity to key variables % change % impact on EBITDA % impact on EPS 

Volumes 1 1.9 2.5 
Realization 1 1.8 2.4 

Source: Centrum Research Estimates  
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Valuation – Strong scope for re-rating, Initiate with Buy and TP of 
Rs570 

TML’s stock has seen a strong up move in the last six months post scrapping of the proposed merger 
with Tata Steel which led to the market getting confidence in valuing TML on its own financials and 
outlook rather than on the proposed merger swap ratio. Despite the up move and consequent re-
rating from unrealistically low multiples, we believe there is still a strong scope for further re-rating. We 
value TML on our differentiated AOCF/EV methodology as well as conventional EV/EBITDA 
methodology and initiate with a Buy rating and a TP of Rs570.  We ascribe a premium to historical 
multiples and specify key reasons for the same below. 

AOCF/EV valuation – 15% premium ascribed to historical AOCF/EV yield 

For AOCF/EV based valuation, we note that five year average AOCF/EV yield stands at 9.1% for TML. We 
ascribe a 15% premium to this average for arriving at the target EV/AOCF multiple, which, in turn, is 
used for deriving the target EV. We arrive at a target AOCF/EV yield of 7.8% for TML, and hence, the 
implied EV/AOCF multiple of 12.9x. We use average AOCF over FY15-19E and 12.9x EV/AOCF multiple 
to arrive at our target EV and our TP of Rs573/sh (Exhibit 37). 

EV/EBITDA valuation – 10% premium ascribed to historical EV/EBITDA 
For EV/EBITDA based valuation, we use our FY19E EBITDA estimates and ascribe EV/EBITDA multiple of 
5x (10% premium to last 5 year average EV/EBITDA multiple). From this methodology we get a fair 
value of Rs566/share (Exhibit 38). 

Exhibit 37: AOCF/EV based valuation Exhibit 38: EV/EBITDA based valuation  
 

5 Year avg. AOCF/EV Yield - % - FY14-17 9.1 

Premium assigned 15% 

Target AOCF/EV Yield - % 7.8 

Implied EV/5 yr AOCF Multiple (x) 12.9 

 
  

5 yr AOCF (Rs mn) - FY15-19E 1,409 

 
  

EV (Rs mn) 18,130 

Add: Net Cash (36,29) 

 
  

Fair value mkt cap 14,502 

No. of shares (mn) 25.3 

 
  

Fair Value/share (Rs) 573 

   

 

(Rs mn) Mar'19E 

EBITDA 3,590 

Historical EV/EBITDA avg. (FY14-17) 4.5 

Premium assigned  10% 

Ascribed EV/EBITDA (x) 5.0 

  
EV 17,952 

Add: Net Cash (3,629) 

  
Fair value mkt cap 14,324 

No. of shares (mn) 25.3 

  
Fair Value/share (Rs) 566 

   
Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

We believe that the premium assigned to the multiple is justified on account of the following reasons: 

 Margin expansion led by operating improvements: TML’s EBITDA/t profile is expected to enter 
a new territory led by increased contribution from the high-margin DI business and significant 
improvements in operational parameters as well as captive integration. 

 Front-end capex fully factored in EV while positive cash flows impact expected to remain 
back-ended into FY20-21: As discussed in detail in the investment rationale and financials 
section, full capex on likely expansion of DI capacity has been built by us which would be spent by 
FY19E and this would deliver strong growth starting from Q4FY19E, with major contribution of the 
same expected to come only from FY20E. We note that AOCF would trend materially higher from 
FY20E onwards due to sharp uptick in DI pipes volumes for which the capex is expected to be 
spent over FY18-19E. Thus, our valuation metric takes average 5 year AOCF at ~Rs1.4bn but the 
trend of the same would average near ~Rs2.5bn+ from FY19E onwards. This situation warrants a 
multiple premium in our view as we consider cash flows only till FY19E and also use five year 
average and not the back ended numbers.  
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� Unusual trading history due to losses and proposed merger with Tata Steel: TML’s trading 
history in terms of valuation multiples has been clouded with losses during FY12-13 and a 
subsequent proposed merger of the company with Tata Steel which prevented the actual 
valuations from getting reflected due to the unfavourable merger ratio once the company 
returned to strong profitability from FY15. 

� Undiscovered and under-owned at Institutional level: We believe that the stock has largely 
remained undiscovered and out of the radar of institutional investors especially in the last few 
years and its capability in the DI segment has not been recognised, and this could be one of the 
reasons for its low valuations in the past. We see huge scope for re-rating once profitability 
improves and TML’s capabilities get recognised in the market. We thus believe that premium to 
historical valuations is justified on account of superior fundamentals, future growth opportunity, 
and strong management capabilities. 

TML trading at attractive adjusted cash flow yield, leaving scope for re-rating 

We have plotted TML’s AOCF yield (as discussed above) on corresponding year’s enterprise value. 
Despite recent re-rating of the stock (post scrapping of merger with Tata Steel) and improving growth 
outlook, TML’s cash flow yield stands at attractive levels of 12.0%/17.5% on FY18/19E basis, warranting 
strong scope for equity re-rating. 

Exhibit 39: TML trades at attractive adjusted cash flow yield 

    

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

Exhibit 40: 1 year forward EV/EBITDA chart Exhibit 41: 1 year forward P/E chart 

    

Source: Bloomberg,  Company, Centrum Research Estimates Source: Bloomberg,  Company, Centrum Research Estimates 
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Exhibit 42: Peer comparison – Historical Financials 

Company 
Net Sales (Rs mn) EBITDA (Rs mn) PAT (Rs mn) EBITDA Margin % PAT Margin % 

FY14 FY15 FY16 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY14 FY15 FY16 

Tata Metaliks  14,359 14,176 13,011 957 2,024 2,185 95 1,091 1,233 6.7 14.3 16.8 0.7 7.7 9.4 

Srikalahasthi Pipes  9,894 10,836 11,456 1,170 1,870 2,665 387 822 1,588 11.8 17.3 23.3 3.9 7.6 13.9 

Jindal Saw (Std) 55,096 66,013 61,695 6,215 8,742 10,113 1,684 2,625 2,213 11.3  13.2  16.4  3.1  4.0  3.6  

Electrosteel Casting (Std) 21,869 21,538 19,334 3,331 2,783 2,821 1,006 727 590 15.1 12.9 14.6 4.6  3.4  3.1  

 

Company 
CAGR 14-16 (%) ROE % Div Yield % P/E (x) EV/EBITDA (x) 

Revenue EBITDA PAT FY14 FY15 FY16 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY14 FY15 FY16 

Tata Metaliks  (4.8) 51.1 260.0 (24.3) (167.6) 306.6 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.6 2.5 2.1 5.4 3.2 3.1 

Srikalahasthi Pipes  7.6 50.9 102.6 18.5 31.7 44.0 0.0 2.1 0.0 31.4 14.8 7.6 4.2 5.1 4.4 

Jindal Saw Ltd (Std) 5.8 27.6 14.6 4.4 6.5 4.6 1.8 1.5 1.2 10.0 6.4 8.8 8.0 7.1 5.5 

Electrosteel Casting (Std) (6.0) (8.0) (23.4) 4.2 2.9 2.3 4.0 3.4 0.0 9.3 13.6 16.9 8.4 11.0 8.9 

 Source: Bloomberg, Centrum Research 

Exhibit 43: Valuation– Peer comparison  

Company 
Mkt. Cap 

(Rs mn) 

CAGR FY16-FY18E (%) EBITDA Margin (%) P/E (x) EV/EBITDA (x) RoE (%) Div Yield (%) 

Rev. EBITDA PAT FY16 FY17E FY18E FY16 FY17E FY18E FY16 FY17E FY18E FY16 FY17E FY18E FY16 FY17E FY18E 

Tata Metaliks  10,221 7.3 18.1 18.3 16.8 15.6 20.3 2.1 8.2 5.9 3.1 6.1 4.7 306.6 74.5 66.5 2.0 0.6 0.5 

Srikalahasthi Pipes  12,313 10.5 17.4 15.4 23.3 26.1 26.2 7.6 6.2 5.3 4.4 4.6 4.1 44.0 32.6 30.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Jindal Saw 19,441 7.5 5.9 0.0 16.4 8.7 8.7 8.8 12.8 8.5 5.5 8.9 8.4 4.6 2.9 3.7 1.2 0.0 0.0 

 Source: Bloomberg Estimates, #Centrum Research Estimates  

 

Key risks to our thesis 

 Foreign exchange fluctuations: TML imports its key raw materials like iron ore/coke and has to 
prudently manage its foreign exchange risk on the same. The company has been entering into 
forward contracts for hedging and has incurred forex related costs both on account of losses as 
well as premium incurred on contracts. The forex related costs have been brought under control 
through prudent management over the last two years but risk to earnings could potentially arise 
again in the future.  

Exhibit 44: TML forex gain/loss trend 

(Rs mn) FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 

Forex loss (in other expense)* 160 0 128 415 153 276 99 57 

PBT (1,669) 174 (152) (1,701) (1,139) 28 1,329 1,493 

PBT excl. forex (1,510) 174 (24) (1,286) (986) 304 1428 1,550 

Forex loss as % of PBT (%) 10 0 84 24 13 978 7 4 

Source: Company, Centrum Research; Source: Company, Centrum Research; * includes forex loss/gain & forward contract premium 
costs 

 Margin pressure due to higher competition from other peers: The domestic DI pipe industry is 
largely organised but the organised sector has significant unutilised capacity even as additional 
capacity is continually being set up by several producers. Though the demand outlook is good 
and hence competition related margin pressure for the industry is not expected but sudden 
increase in activity from certain players with low utilisations could pose a risk to margins. 

 High volatility in raw material prices: TML’s key raw materials are iron ore, coke and coking coal 
which have witnessed sharp fluctuations in the past. The raw material price fluctuations are not 
easily passed on to customers and any major volatility in raw material prices would impact gross 
margins and profitability. 
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Exhibit 45: Shareholding pattern (%) 
 Q3FY17 Q2FY17 Q1FY17 Q4FY16 

Promoter 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 

FIIs 0.9 0.3 0.1 0.0 

DIIs 2.7 2.0 2.4 2.4 

Others 46.3 47.6 47.4 47.5 

Source: BSE 

 Company Background 

Tata Metaliks (TML) headquartered in Kolkata, is one of India’s leading 
manufacturers of foundry grade pig iron. It is also the only supplier of 
Low Sulphur and Low Phosphorus grades (suitable for manufacturing 
ductile grades of castings) in eastern India. A subsidiary of Tata Steel, 
TML has a manufacturing plant in Kharagpur, West Bengal, with an 
annual production capacity of 430,000 tonnes of pig iron and 130,000 
tonnes of Ductile Iron pipes. Its annual turnover stood at Rs13bn in 
FY16. In 2012-13, TM introduced its premium product, named Tata 
eFee, which is the first branded pig iron that reduces energy 
consumption in foundries by 5-15%. TM also manufactures ductile iron 
pipes at its wholly owned subsidiary, Tata Metaliks DI Pipes Ltd. 
(TMDIPL). 

Mr. Koushik Chatterjee is TML’s chairman and Mr. Sanjeev Paul is the 
MD.  

Under the Tata group’s tutelage TML has grown from strength to 
strength over the last two decades since its inception. The company has 
achieved ambitious targets of manufacturing and selling higher 
volumes of its products by increasing the capacity of its plant. As a part 
of its backward integration strategy the company has set up a 400,000 
tpa Sinter Plant, a 120,000t pa Coke Oven plant and a 17MW Power 
Plant to improve its productivity and cost competitiveness.  

Exhibit 46: TML product profile 

Product Name Capacity (TPA) Location 

Pig Iron 430,000 Kharagpur, WB 

Ductile Iron Pipe 200,000 Kharagpur, WB 

Sinter Plant 400,000 Dharuhera (Haryana) 

Source: Company 

Exhibit 47: Key management  personnel 

Name  Position  Profile 

Mr. Koushik Chatterjee Chairman 

Mr. Chatterjee is an Honours Graduate in Commerce from Calcutta University and a Fellow Member 
of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. He is on the Board of several Tata Steel Group 
companies including Tata Steel UK, NatSteel Asia Pte. Limited, Tata Steel (Thailand) Public Company 
Limited, Southern Steel Berhad, Malaysia and others. Mr. Chatterjee was declared as one of India's 
best CFOs by Business Today Magazine in 2005 and 2006 and by CNBC in 2007.  

Mr. Sanjiv Paul Managing Director 

Mr. Sanjiv Paul graduated in Metallurgical Engineering and joined Tata Steel in 1986 as a Graduate 
Trainee. He started his career at the Steel Melting Shops where he worked in various capacities till 
1998. After completion of a Senior Management program at Cedep, France, Mr. Paul moved on to 
assume leadership roles in areas of General Management in Tata Steel. Before joining Tata Metaliks 
in April 2013, Mr. Paul was the Vice President (Corporate Services) of Tata Steel. 

Mr. Subhra Sengupta CFO 

Mr. Subhra Sengupta is the Chief Financial Officer of the company and has been with the company 
for many years. With his rich work experience, he is one of the key managerial persons of the 
company and heads the finance and commercial operations. He holds a bachelor’s degree and is a 
fellow member of Institute of Chartered Accountants of India.  

Source: Company  
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Corporate governance check – highlighting the finer points 

Independent directors’ representation on the board – TML at par with its peers 

The strong representation of independent directors on the board ensures that decisions are made in 
all fairness and in the best interest of all the shareholders, thereby gaining shareholder’s trust. TML 
stands at par with peers in independent directors’ representation on board with ~50% representation. 

Exhibit 48: Representation of Independent and promoter directors on companies board 

  FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 

Tata Metaliks         
 

   - Total Strength 9 11 8 9 6 

   - Executive Director  1 2 1 1 1 

   - Non Executive & Non Independent  3 4 3 4 2 

   - Independent Directors 5 5 4 4 3 

      
   - % share of Executive Director 11.1 18.2 12.5 11.1 16.7 

   - % share of independent 55.6 45.5 50.0 44.4 50.0 

      
Srikalahasthi Pipes      
   - Total Strength 11 11 11 9 7 

   - Executive Director 1 1 1 1 2 

   - Non Executive & Non Independent  5 5 5 2 2 

   - Independent Directors 5 5 5 6 3 

      
   - % share of Executive 9.1 9.1 9.1 11.1 28.6 

   - % share of independent 45.5 45.5 45.5 66.7 42.9 

      
Jindal Saw      
   - Total Strength 10 11 12 14 15 

   - Promoter Group Directors 4 4 4 5 4 

   - Executive Director  1 1 2 2 2 

   - Independent Directors 5 6 6 7 9 

      
   - % share of promoters 10.0 9.1 16.7 14.3 13.3 

   - % share of independent 50.0 54.5 50.0 50.0 60.0 

      
Electrotherm      
   - Total Strength 7 6 6 5 6 

   -Promoter Director 3 2 2 2 2 

   - Executive Director 1 1 1 1 1 

   - Independent Directors 3 3 3 2 3 

      
   - % share of promoters 14.3 16.7 16.7 20.0 16.7 

   - % share of independent 42.9 50.0 50.0 40.0 50.0 

Source: Company, Centrum Research 
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Independent directors’ profile and compensation analysis – offers room for 
improvement 
The profiles of most independent directors are quite similar for all the companies under analysis. Every 
company has only one director who enjoys directorship in other listed space. There remains ample 
room for the companies to strengthen their director’s profile. Compensation earned by independent 
directors is at par for all companies under comparison with TM’s being at the higher end of the curve. 
We would also like to point out that there have been two recent notable inclusions in TML’s 
independent board in Jan’17 which we believe would be adding to the weight of ID profile and the 
board’s decision making powers. 

Exhibit 49: Independent directors profile and compensation 

Name of 
Companies 

Independent  
Director Name 

No. of 
directorship in 
other public ltd 

cos 

Name of companies in which 
Director 

FY16 
Compensation 

(Rs mn) 

As % to 
FY16 PBT 

Tata Metaliks 

Krishnava Dutt 5 

Balrampur Chini Mills Ltd, 
Polygenta Technologies Ltd, Tata 
Sponge Iron Ltd,Himadri 
Speciality Chemical Ltd, 
Caprihans India Ltd. 

1.2 0.1 

Amit Gosh* 0  - 0.0 

Rupali Basu* 0  - 0.0 

Ashok Basu 0   1.1 0.1 

Pingali Venugopal 0   1.5 0.1 

      

Srikalahasthi 
Pipes 

Shri G Maruthi Rao 0   0.8 0.0 

Shri R.K.Khanna 0   0.8 0.0 

Smt. S.Hemamalini 0   0.5 0.0 

      

Jindal Saw 

Raj Kamal Aggarwal 0   0.9 0.1 

S K Gupta 14 

JSW Holdings Ltd, JSW Steel Ltd, 
Rural Electrification Corporation 
Ltd, Sobha Ltd, ATV Projects India 
Ltd, Bihar Sponge Iron Ltd, IO 
System Ltd and many more 

0.8 0.1 

Ravindra Nath Leekha 0   0.6 0.1 

Devi Dayal 0   0.5 0.1 

Abhiram Tayal 1 Hisar Metal Industries Ltd 0.4 0.0 

Kuldip Bhargava 1 Hexa Tradex Ltd 0.2 0.0 

Girish Sharma 2 
Hexa Tradex Ltd, Jindal Stainless 
(Hisar) Ltd 

1.0 0.1 

      

Electrotherm 

Ram Singh 1 Engineers India Ltd - 0.0 

Chaitanyapratap 
Sharma 

0   - 0.0 

Kruti Shukla 0   - 0.0 

Source: Company, Centrum Research; * Inducted during Jan'17  
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Promoter group compensation analysis – TM tops with prudent payout 

TML’s board does not have any promoters and hence it scores over other players, in addition it is 
conservative in compensating its executive directors. It has kept director group payouts range bound 
at ~2% of PBT, which is far below the compensation paid by its peers (4-9% of PBT) under comparison. 
Higher compensation exceeding 40% of PBT during FY14 was primarily due to the turnaround in the 
company and hence low profits which has since normalized. Its peer company, Electrotherm’s 
management has not drawn any salaries for the past three years as the company has been posting 
losses and has also eroded its entire equity base, Jindal saw on other hand provides payout to its 
promoters despite poor earnings. 

Exhibit 50: Promoter group compensation summary * 
(Rs mn) FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY12-16 Total 

Tata Metaliks       
   - Executive Director  7.6 21.5 11.4 15.6 17.6 73.8 

        - Sanjiv Paul - - 11.4 15.6 17.6 
 

        - Harish Jha 7.6 13.7 - - - 
 

        - D.P.Desphande - 7.8 - - - 
 

   - % share of PBT (0.4) (1.9) 40.6 1.2 1.2 
 

   - Executive Directors Total 7.6 21.5 11.4 15.6 17.6 73.8 

   - % share of PBT 0.4 1.9 40.6 1.2 1.2 727.6 

 Profit Before Tax (PBT)  (1,701) (1,139) 28 1,329 1,493 10.1 

       
Srikalahasthi Pipes       
   - Executive Director  0.2 0.2 13.1 53.4 108.9 175.8 

        - Mayank Kejriwal - - 13.0 53.0 98.0 
 

        - Gouri Shankar Rathi 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.4 10.9 
 

   - % share of PBT (0.5) (0.1) 3.2 4.5 5.1  
   - Promoter Group Total 0.2 0.2 13.1 53.4 108.9 175.8 

   - % share of PBT 0.5 0.1 3.2 4.5 5.1 5.0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) (42) (213) 414 1,194 2,146 3499 

       
Jindal Saw       
   - Promoter Director  48.6 49.3 51.9 32.2 27.9 210.0 

        - Sminu Jindal  26.9 27.6 28.0 28.0 27.9 
 

        - Indresh Batra  21.7 21.7 23.9 4.2   
   - % share of PBT 1.7 15.7 (11.4) 7.6 (3.3) 

 
   - Executive Director  3.5 4.0 26.4 39.2 49.7 122.8 

        - Neeraj Kumar - - 22.4 34.6 44.3 
 

        - Hawa Singh Chaudhury 3.5 4.0 4.0 4.6 5.5 
 

   - % share of PBT 0.1 1.3 (0.9) 1.1 (0.6) 
 

   - Promoter Group Total 48.6 49.3 51.9 32.2 27.9 210.0 

   - % share of PBT 1.7 15.7 11.4 7.6 3.3 9.3 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) 2,818 314 (456) 427 (848) 2,254 

       
Electrotherm       
   - Promoter Director 7.2 5.2 1.7 - - 14.1 

   - % share of PBT (0.1) (0.2) (0.1) 0.0 0.0  
   - Executive Director 7.2 2.6 0.9 - - 

 
   - % share of PBT (0.1) (0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 
   - Promoter Group Total 7.2 5.2 1.7 - - 14.1 

   - % share of PBT 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) (8,673) (2,658) (3,260) (4,405) (2,183) (21,179) 

Source: Company, Centrum Research, * % share considered positive even when PBT is negative to show the absolute picture 
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Contingent liability  

In our analysis of contingent liability, we have not encountered any potential liabilities which could 
change the structure of the financials or pose a significant risk to TML’s net worth. The company’s 
contingent liability on absolute terms is very low when juxtaposed with peers under comparison. Total 
contingent liability stood at ~Rs1bn in FY16 and was high in % terms due to limited Net Worth. Net 
worth was negative over FY12-FY15 basically due to a one-time loss from the spin-off of its Redi plant 
and also due to excessive volatility in raw material prices. However, with the turnaround of its 
domestic entity coupled with DI pipes, it started to post healthy profits. We believe the contingent 
liability will normalise in the coming months and we don’t see any material risk arising from the same.  

Exhibit 51: Contingent liability trend* 
(Rs mn) 
 

FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 

Tata Metaliks          
   - Taxation related matters            64           701           751           807          915  

   - Others 
     

     - Bill Discounting             -               33           109           905            42  

     - Bank Guarantee            -               -               -               -              50  

   - Total            64           734           860        1,711       1,007  

- % share of Net Worth 15.2  56.8  71.8  1361.0  108.2 

Net Worth          (421)        (1,292)        (1,198)           (126)            930  

      
Srikalahasthi Pipes      
   - For Taxation related          185           180           174           162          173  

   - Others 
     

     - Bill Discounting           277           798           287           989       1,078  

     - Bank Gaurantee          121           103             93             84            72  

     - Outstanding Letter of Credit          104             -               46           543          183  

   - Total          688        1,081           599        1,777       1,506  

   - % share of Net Worth 33.2 55.8 26.6 60.6 35.2 

Net Worth         2,069          1,938          2,254          2,933          4,282  

      
Jindal Saw      
   - For Taxation related          333           343           333           189          224  

   - Others       
     - Letter of Credit Outstanding       9,689        3,322        5,377        7,593       5,509  

   - Total     10,022        3,665        5,710        7,782       5,733  

   - % share of Net Worth 27.1 10.0 11.0 14.3 11.2 

Net Worth       36,960        36,674        51,996         54,350         51,164  

      
Electrotherm      
   - For Taxation related       4,362        3,255        3,629        4,075       4,515  

   - Others             25              1              8              8              8  

   - Total       4,387        3,256        3,637        4,083       4,523  

   - % share of Net Worth NM 125.5  62.0  40.3  37.6  

Net Worth           172         (2,594)        (5,865)       (10,130)       (12,027) 

Source: Company, Centrum Research, *% share considered positive even when Net worth is negative to show the absolute picture; 
 NM-Not Meaningful 
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Related party transaction – clean history 

All the companies under comparison have a clean related party transaction history. TML has related 
party transactions on account of its procurement of raw materials from its parent Tata Steel at arm’s 
length pricing.  

Exhibit 52: Related party transaction details 

Tata Metaliks 

Particulars (Rs mn) FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 

Purchase of raw materials         2,584          2,608          2,736          1,840            1,750  

Services received             159              244              101              136               135  

Rendering of services                 1                 -                   -                   -                      1  

Sale of materials               20                 -                  13                41                  29  

Others             544            (321)                -                   -                      1  

Srikalahasthi Pipes 

Particulars (Rs mn) FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 

Sale of goods             543              617              605          1,026               616  

Purchases             200              114              308                85               137  

Rent Paid                -                   -                    0                  0                    0  

Reimbursement of Exp Paid                 1                  0                  2                  5                    1  

Interest Received                -                    0                 -                   -                    30  

Jindal Saw 

Particulars (Rs mn) FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 

Sale of goods 144  208  552  947  1,328  

Purchase of raw materials -    -    20  18,304  9,511  

Purchase of Capital items -    -    -    83  42  

Advance given during the year -    -    -    -    682  

Net Expenses Reimbursed -    -    -    4  444  

Investment Sold/Transfer - - - - 58 

Net Loans (Given - Received) 28 (13) 2 (7) 1,107 

Net Loans (Repaid - Taken) - (635) (1,305) 322 (2,293) 

Srikalahasthi Pipes 

Particulars (Rs mn) FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 

Sales 1,323 51 7 16 44 

Purchases - 39 - 8 - 

Expenses - 
 

- 0 3 

Purchase of Capital Items - (18) - - - 

Net Loans (Received - Given) 340 (6) (8) (32) (15) 

Source: Company, Centrum Research   

Auditor pedigree  

TML has a strong auditor, one with a long and trusted track record of auditing companies across 
various industries. The company is audited by Deloitte Haskins & Sells, who is part of the global 
auditing giants [Big4] and audits many marquee companies listed globally. Strong auditor pedigree 
adds weight to TM’s corporate governance standards.  

Exhibit 53: Auditor details 

Name of Company Auditor Name Type 
Other Companies Audited  

by the auditor 
Auditor Fees - FY16 

(Rs mn) 
As % to PBT 

Tata Metaliks Deloitte Haskins & Sells Statutory Many Marquee Companies 4.7 0.3 

Srikalahasthi Pipes K R Bapuji & Co Statutory NA 1.1 0.0 

Jindal Saw N C Aggarwal & Co Statutory 
Hexa Tradex Ltd, Nalwa Sons 

Investments Ltd 
4.4 0.5 

Electrotherm Mehta Lodha & Co Statutory Ratnamani Metals & Tubes Ltd 2.1 0.1 

Source: Company, Centrum Research   
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Exhibit 54: Quarterly financials – Consolidated 

Particulars (Rs mn) Q4FY15 Q1FY16 Q2FY16 Q3FY16 Q4FY16 Q1FY17 Q2FY17 Q3FY17 

Net Sales 3,867 3,171 3,259 2,918 3,477 3,137 3,215 2,986 

Other operating income 16 21 20 14 130 12 14 15 

Total Income 3,882 3,192 3,279 2,932 3,607 3,148 3,228 3,002 

Cost of Raw Materials consumed 2,309 1,634 1,714 1,450 1,613 1,395 1,535 1,446 

Staff Cost 160 178 186 178 179 196 205 205 

Other Operational expenses 915 904 912 837 1,067 951 1,033 921 

Operating Profit (Core EBITDA) 498 475 467 468 747 606 456 429 

Depreciation 77 80 92 81 77 77 80 84 

EBIT 421 396 375 387 670 529 376 345 
Interest 101 104 99 85 170 83 84 93 

Other Revenue/Income 12 2 6 5 3 5 2 2 

Other Exceptional Items 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Profit Before Tax 332 294 282 307 503 452 294 254 

Tax 48 19 79 43 118 107 77 59 

Tax rate (%) 14 7 28 14 23 24 26 23 

Profit After Tax 284 274 202 265 385 345 217 195 

         

Growth (%)         

Net Sales 21.0 (18.0) 2.8 (10.5) 19.1 (9.8) 2.5 (7.1) 

EBITDA 28.1  (4.5) (1.7) 0.2  59.6  (18.9) (24.8) (5.8) 

Adj. PAT 51.3  (3.6) (26.2) 30.8  45.4  (10.3) (37.0) (10.2) 

         

Margin (%)         

EBITDA 12.9 15.0 14.3 16.0 21.5 19.3 14.2 14.4 

EBIT 10.9  12.5  11.5  13.3  19.3  16.9  11.7  11.6  

PAT (reported bef minority interest) 7.4  8.6  6.2  9.1  11.1  11.0  6.8  6.5  

         

Segment EBIT         

Pig Iron 236 185 161 224 386 358 218 62 

Ductile Iron Pipe 197 213 220 168 287 176 160 285 

Total 433 398 381 392 673 534 378 347 

         

Sales Volumes (tonne)         

Pig Iron Merchant NA 71,472 79,638 81,097 55,120 59,491 66,403 42,556 

DI Pipes NA 28,925 27,489 26,177 48,147 39,639 37,731 39,471 

Source: Company, Centrum Research, NA-Not Available  
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Annexure – DI Pipes Product details 

Ductile Iron Pipe 

Ductile Iron is an iron-carbon silicon alloy (also known as spheroidal graphite iron or Nodular Cast Iron) 
which was invented due to developments in cast iron technology. Ductility refers to the ability of a 
metal to deform before breaking or can be simply stated as the ability of a component to be stretched 
into wires. Ductile iron basically consists of various materials that can be produced to have a wide 
range of properties. Ductile Iron retains the corrosion resistance of cast iron but has more than double 
the tensile strength.  Although Ductile Iron has a chemical composition which is very similar to Cast 
Iron, the essential differences between Ductile and Cast Iron lie in the shape of the graphite in the 
microstructure of the metal. In Cast Iron, the graphite is present in plate-like flakes, which makes Cast 
Iron brittle. But in Ductile iron, the shape of the graphite becomes a spheroidal nodule, which offers 
better mechanical properties and makes Ductile Iron sturdy, structurally stronger and shock-proof. 

Exhibit 55: Ductile Iron pipes & its properties 

 

 

Properties Ductile Iron Pipe 

Tensile strength Min. 420 MPa 

Elongation (min) at break 10% 

Modulus of Elasticity 1.7 x 1010 Kg/M2 

Hardness Max. 230 BHN 

Density 7050 Kg/m3 

Coefficient of Thermal 
Expansion 

0.0000115/˚C(temp.range 20-
100˚C) 

Size Range DN 80mm to DN 1000mm 

Standard Length 5.5m/6.0m 

Life 70-90 Years 
 

Source: Centrum Research 

Manufacturing Process 

For manufacturing DI pipes, the hot metal from blast furnace is melted in the cupola furnace at approx. 
1,550 °C using scrap steel and recycled materials. The iron and steel liquefy while impurities are carried 
away. Magnesium is added to the low-sulphur base under closely controlled condition. When 
Magnesium is added to the molten metal, graphite forms in spheres rather than in flakes. The molten 
metal then travels down a trough into a spinning model of a centrifugal casting machine where 
centripetal force spreads the iron against the mould.  A cooling system cools the walls and the iron 
solidifies within seconds.  A freshly casted pipe is around 850c and it cools down quickly after leaving 
the mould. Such rapid cooling makes the iron brittle so the pipes go directly in to a gas filled annealing 
furnace that reheats to about 950c. This alters the internal structure making it strong and flexible. The 
pipe then runs through a cooling chamber that showers it with cold water. To prevent the iron from 
corroding inside of the pipe, cement is sprayed called cement mortar building up a lining of 1/8 of an 
inch thick. Then the pipe is spun for a few seconds to smooth out the cement. The entire pipe is 
painted inside and outside. For external coating, polyethylene, zinc or bituminous coating is applied. A 
flowchart explaining the manufacturing process is attached (Exhibit 56). For further understanding of 
the manufacturing process, we suggest reference of youtube video link - https://youtu.be/kJGlgSZe4k4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/kJGlgSZe4k4
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Exhibit 56: DI Pipes manufacturing process - Flowchart 

 
Source: Rashmi Metaliks, Centrum Research 

Applications 

Ductile Iron pipes are the most preferred pipes for water supply and pressure sewerage application all 
over the world. They offer higher tensile strength than mild steel and retain the inherent corrosion 
resistance of cast iron. Pipes made from Ductile Cast Iron, provide substantial benefits in terms of 
pressure bearing ability, impact resistance and capacity to sustain external static/ dynamic loading. DI 
pipes find applications in the entire chain of water transportation starting from sourcing of water from 
the water bed to transporting water to the last mile. Di pipes are used in varied applications like: 

 In distribution network of potable water 

 Raw & clear water transmission 

 Water supply for industrial/process plant application 

 Ash-slurry handling & disposal system 

 Fire-fighting systems - on-shore and off-shore 

 In desalination plants 

 Sewerage and waste water force main 

 Gravity sewerage collection and disposal system 

 Storm water drainage piping 

 Effluent disposal system for domestic and industrial application 

 Recycling system 

 Piping work inside water and sewage treatment plants 

 Vertical connection to utilities and reservoirs 

 Piling for ground stabilisation 

 Protective piping under major carriage-ways 
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Advantages 

The basic chemical composition of ductile iron is similar to that of grey cast iron. However, ductile iron 
is preferred over other piping materials due to its many inherent advantages which are as follows: 

 High tensile strength 

 High Corrosion resistance 

 Flexible and leak resistant 

 Durable cement mortar lining 

 Excellent workability 

 Easy to lay and faster installation 

 Reliable internal and external protection 

 Lower friction loss 

 Lower pumping cost 

 Long life of 70-90 years with proven track record and durability 

 Eliminates recurring maintenance  
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Financials - Consolidated (Historical) 

Exhibit 57: Income Statement 
Y/E Mar(Rs mn) FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 

Revenues 10,681  13,453  12,262  9,927  14,359  

Materials cost 8,391  11,165  11,114  7,294  9,313  

% of revenues 78.6  83.0  90.6  73.5  64.9  

Employee cost 305  359  446  506  500  

% of revenues 2.9  2.7  3.6  5.1  3.5  

Others 1,232  1,573  2,028  2,118  3,589  

% of revenues 11.5  11.7  16.5  21.3  25.0  

EBITDA 754  356  (1,325) 9  957  
EBITDA margin (%) 7.1  2.6  (10.8) 0.1  6.7  

Depreciation & Amortisation 251  264  270  282  311  

EBIT 504  92  (1,594) (273) 646  
Interest expenses 420  377  431  387  427  

PBT from operations 83  (284) (2,026) (660) 219  
Other income 90  132  325  78  17  

Exceptional items -    -    -    557  208  

PBT  174  (152) (1,701) (1,139) 28  

Taxes 51  57  (349) -    (67) 

Effective tax rate (%) 29.3 NM 20.5 0.0 NM 

PAT 123  (209) (1,352) (1,139) 95  
Minority/Associates 163 215 218 268 - 

Reported PAT 286 6 (1,135) (871) 95 

Adjusted PAT 286 6 (1,135) (314) 303 

Source: Company, Centrum Research  

Exhibit 58: Key Ratios 
Y/E Mar FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 

Growth Ratio (%)      

Revenue 6.7  26.0  (8.9) (19.0) 44.6  

EBITDA (152.5) (52.8) NM NM 10,352.8  

Adjusted PAT (119.1) NM NM NM NM 

Margin Ratios (%)      

EBITDA 7.1  2.6  (10.8) 0.1  6.7  

PBT from operations 0.8  (2.1) (16.5) (6.7) 1.5  

Adjusted PAT 2.7  0.0  (9.3) (3.2) 2.1  

Return Ratios (%)      

ROE 50.7  0.8  NM NM  NM 

ROCE 9.6  5.4  NM NM 15.9  

ROIC 8.6  2.2  NM NM 16.5  

Turnover Ratios (days)      

Gross block turnover ratio (x) 2.7  2.7  2.5  1.9  2.7  

Debtors 19  28  14  33  26  

Inventory 86  71  54  80  30  

Creditors 93  47  27  99  73  

Cash conversion cycle 12  51  40  14  (18)  

Solvency Ratio (x)      

Net debt-equity 4.4  6.4  NM NM NM 

Debt-equity 4.7  6.5  NM NM NM 

Interest coverage ratio 0.8  4.1  NM NM 0.7  

Gross debt/EBITDA 4.4 13.0 NM 681.5 4.7 

Current Ratio 2.5  1.1  1.2  1.9  0.8  

Per share Ratios (Rs)      

Adjusted EPS 11.3  0.2  (44.9) (12.4) 12.0  

BVPS 28.0 28.2 (16.7) (51.1) (47.4) 

CEPS 21.2  10.7  (34.2) (23.3) 16.0  

DPS -    -    -    -    -    

Dividend payout % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Valuation (x)*      

P/E (adjusted) 9.5 NM NM NM 3.6 

P/BV 3.8  4.7  NM NM NM 

EV/EBITDA 7.4  22.1  NM 830.5  5.4  

Dividend yield % -    -    -    -    -    

5 Yr Avg AOCF/EV yield % (0.3) (4.7) (6.7) (4.1) 9.4  

Source: Company, Centrum Research; NM-Not Meaningful 

Exhibit 59: Balance Sheet 
Y/E Mar(Rs mn) FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 

Equity Share Capital 253  253  253  253  253  

Reserves & surplus 455  461  (674) (1,545) (1,451) 

Shareholders' fund 708  713  (421) (1,292) (1,198) 
Total Debt (incl. pref shares if 
its thr) 

3,345  4,639  6,928  6,238  4,532  

Def tax liab. (net) 67  67  67  67  -    

Minority interest 273  301  268  -    -    

Total Liabilities 4,393  5,720  6,841  5,012  3,335  

Gross Block 4,892  4,927  5,039  5,398  5,352  

Less: Acc. Depreciation (986) (1,248) (1,515) (2,223) (1,429) 

Net Block 3,906  3,680  3,524  3,176  3,923  

Capital WIP 49  62  291  1,186  83  

Net Fixed Assets 3,955  3,742  3,816  4,362  4,006  

Investments 0  0  100  0  0  

Inventories 2,514  2,605  1,799  2,173  1,182  

Sundry debtors 559  1,022  470  886  1,015  

Cash 246  59  808  90  209  

Loans & Advances 416  672  1,108  949  893  

Other assets -    50  88  63  47  

Total Current Asset 3,735  4,408  4,274  4,161  3,346  

Trade payables 2,726  1,735  923  2,684  2,888  

Other current Liab. 420 419 331 758 957 

Provisions 150 277 95 69 172 

Net Current Assets 438 1,978 2,925 650 (672) 

Total Assets 4,393 5,720 6,841 5,012 3,335 

Source: Company, Centrum Research 

Exhibit 60: Cash Flow 
Y/E Mar(Rs mn) FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 

Operating profit bef working 
capital changes 

767  454  (752) 20  1,075  

Changes in working capital 1,268  (1,518) 273  1,402  1,341  

Cash flow from operations 2,019  (1,061) (488) 1,613  2,394  
Adj. OCF (OCF - Interest) 1,599  (1,437) (920) 1,225  1,967  

Net Capex 310  309  552  1,165  (68) 

Adj. FCF 1,289  (1,746) (1,472) 60  2,036  

Cash flow from investments (262) (215) (626) (1,021) 73  

Cash flow from financing (1,767) 1,214  1,866  (1,304) (2,345) 

Net change in cash (9) (62) 752  (713) 122  

Source: Company, Centrum Research 
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Financials - Consolidated 

Exhibit 61: Income Statement 
Y/E Mar(Rs mn) FY15 FY16 FY17E FY18E FY19E 

Revenues 14,176 13,011 13,072 14,988 15,537 

Materials cost 7,917 6,411 6,683 7,307 7,084 

% of revenues 55.8 49.3 51.1 48.8 45.6 

Employee cost 619 723 796 875 963 

% of revenues 4.4 5.6 6.1 5.8 6.2 

Others 3,616 3,691 3,549 3,760 3,900 

% of revenues 25.5 28.4 27.1 25.1 25.1 

EBITDA 2,024 2,185 2,045 3,046 3,590 
EBITDA margin (%) 14.3 16.8 15.6 20.3 23.1 

Depreciation & Amortisation 309 330 354 427 521 

EBIT 1,716 1,855 1,690 2,618 3,070 

Interest expenses 413 378 353 336 305 

PBT from operations 1,302 1,477 1,338 2,283 2,765 
Other income 44 16 20 20 20 

Exceptional items 18 - - - - 

PBT  1,329 1,493 1,358 2,303 2,785 

Taxes 232 260 339 576 696 

Effective tax rate (%) 17% 17% 25% 25% 25% 

PAT 1,091 1,233 1,018 1,727 2,089 
Minority/Associates - - - - - 

Reported PAT 1,091 1,233 1,018 1,727 2,089 

Adjusted PAT 1,109 1,233 1,018 1,727 2,089 

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates  

Exhibit 62: Key Ratios 
Y/E Mar FY15 FY16 FY17E FY18E FY19E 

Growth Ratio (%)      

Revenue (1.3) (8.2) 0.5 14.7 3.7 

EBITDA 111.6 7.9 (6.4) 49.0 17.9 

Adjusted PAT 266.2 11.2 (17.4) 69.6 20.9 

Margin Ratios (%)      

EBITDA 14.3 16.8 15.6 20.3 23.1 

PBT from operations 9.2 11.4 10.2 15.2 17.8 

Adjusted PAT 7.8 9.5 7.8 11.5 13.4 

Return Ratios (%)      

ROE NM 306.6 74.5 66.5 47.9 

ROCE 39.6 30.7 21.0 25.4 24.8 

ROIC 39.0 30.5 21.7 26.7 25.7 

Turnover Ratios (days)      

Gross block turnover ratio (x) 2.6 2.3 2.0 1.9 1.7 

Debtors 32 48 50 55 57 

Inventory 27 34 35 40 40 

Creditors 74 70 70 70 70 

Cash conversion cycle (16) 12 15 25 27 

Solvency Ratio (x)      

Net debt-equity NM 4.4 2.2 1.2 0.7 

Debt-equity NM 4.4 2.4 1.3 0.8 

Interest coverage ratio 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 

Gross debt/EBITDA 1.9 1.9 2.1 1.4 1.1 

Current Ratio 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 

Per share Ratios (Rs)      

Adjusted EPS 43.9 48.8 40.3 68.3 82.6 

BVPS (5.0) 36.8 71.3 133.9 210.8 

CEPS 55.4 61.8 54.3 85.2 103.2 

DPS - 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Dividend payout % 0.0 4.1 5.0 2.9 2.4 

Valuation (x)*      

P/E (adjusted) 2.5 2.1 8.2 5.9 4.9 

P/BV NM 2.8 4.7 3.0 1.9 

EV/EBITDA 3.2 3.1 6.1 4.7 3.9 

Dividend yield % - 2.0 0.6 0.5 0.5 

5 Yr Avg AOCF/EV yield % 6.0 11.7 9.8 9.3 10.2 

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates; NM-Not Meaningful 

Exhibit 63: Balance Sheet 
Y/E Mar(Rs mn) FY15 FY16 FY17E FY18E FY19E 

Equity Share Capital 253 253 253 253 253 

Reserves & surplus (379) 677 1,551 3,134 5,079 

Shareholders' fund (126) 930 1,804 3,387 5,332 
Total Debt (incl. pref shares if 
its thr) 

3,794 4,106 4,306 4,406 4,006 

Def tax liab. (net) - - - - - 

Minority interest - - - - - 

Total Liabilities 3,668 5,036 6,111 7,793 9,338 

Gross Block 5,464 5,678 7,214 8,494 10,134 

Less: Acc. Depreciation (1,844) (2,146) (2,499) (2,927) (3,447) 

Net Block 3,619 3,533 4,716 5,567 6,688 

Capital WIP 172 877 511 831 1,241 

Net Fixed Assets 3,791 4,410 5,226 6,398 7,929 

Investments 0 0 0 0 0 

Inventories 1,033 1,201 1,253 1,642 1,703 

Sundry debtors 1,247 1,707 1,791 2,258 2,426 

Cash 35 15 275 443 378 

Loans & Advances 1,132 1,247 1,074 1,232 1,277 

Other assets 43 38 38 38 38 

Total Current Asset 3,491 4,207 4,432 5,614 5,822 

Trade payables 2,885 2,487 2,507 2,874 2,980 

Other current Liab. 493 571 575 812 879 

Provisions 237 523 466 534 553 

Net Current Assets (124) 626 884 1,394 1,410 

Total Assets 3,668 5,036 6,111 7,793 9,338 

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 

Exhibit 64: Cash Flow 
Y/E Mar(Rs mn) FY15 FY16 FY17E FY18E FY19E 

Operating profit bef working 
capital changes 

2,023 2,047 2,045 3,046 3,590 

Changes in working capital (241) (909) 2 (342) (81) 

Cash flow from operations 1,552 882 1,707 2,128 2,814 
Adj. OCF (OCF - Interest) 1,139 504 1,269 1,707 2,424 

Net Capex 475 793 1,170 1,600 2,050 

Adj. FCF 664 (289) 99 107 374 

Cash flow from investments (476) (764) (1,150) (1,580) (2,030) 

Cash flow from financing (1,247) (132) (297) (380) (849) 

Net change in cash (171) (14) 260 168 (65) 

Source: Company, Centrum Research Estimates 
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Appendix A 

Disclaimer 

Centrum Broking Limited (“Centrum”) is a full(service, Stock Broking Company and a member of The Stock Exchange, Mumbai (BSE) and National Stock 
Exchange of India Ltd. (NSE). Our holding company, Centrum Capital Ltd, is an investment banker and an underwriter of securities. As a group Centrum 
has Investment Banking, Advisory and other business relationships with a significant percentage of the companies covered by our Research Group.  Our 
research professionals provide important inputs into the Group's Investment Banking and other business selection processes. 

Recipients of this report should assume that our Group is seeking or may seek or will seek Investment Banking, advisory, project finance or other 
businesses and may receive commission, brokerage, fees or other compensation from the company or companies that are the subject of this 
material/report.  Our Company and Group companies and their officers, directors and employees, including the analysts and others involved in the 
preparation or issuance of this material and their dependants, may on the date of this report or from, time to time have "long" or "short" positions in, act 
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